Figure 26) Right shrine at cave 19 Before reconstruction (left) and during reconstruction (right)

Figure 27) Reconstructed column capitals (left) and original column capitals (right) in the right shrine at cave 19
(Figure 28) Reconstructed facade at cave 21 (left) and detail of the colonnade (right)

(Figure 29) Before reconstruction (left) and during reconstruction (right) of cave 21
(Figure 30) Reconstructed facade of cave 22

(Figure 31) Reconstructed facade of cave 23

(Figure 32) Before reconstruction (left) and during reconstruction (right) and the reconstructed frieze at cave 23
(Figure 33) Bat proof mesh at cave 10

(Figure 34) Bat proof mesh at cave 17

(Figure 35) Old bat proof mesh at cave 8
(Figure 36) Conservation and scientific research room set up inside cave 2

(Figure 37) Mural painting: before restoration (left) and after restoration (right)

Model of the historic site, before and after photos of restoration of mural paintings (left), and samples of pigments (right) are displayed in the research room.